
THINGS TO KNOW FOR EXAM #3

Chapter 7: Inference for Distributions

� Student t distribution along with degrees of freedom.

� Standard Error of sample mean when standard deviation is unknown.

� Confidence intervals for mean when population variance unknown.

� Choosing sample size to obtain a desired margin of error for mean when pop-
ulation variance unknown.

� One–Sample t Test (and the fact they are robust).

� Matched Pairs t–test and confidence interval.

� Sign test for matched pairs.

� Two–Sample z–test and confidence interval.

� Two–Sample t–tests and confidence intervals with df = min(n1 − 1, n2 − 1).

� Know what Welch’s t test is.

� Pooled two sample t confidence intervals and tests.

� F distribution and degrees of freedom.

� Test for Difference between two variances (and the lack of robustness of the
test).

Chapter 8: Inference for Proportions

� Standard error for p̂.

� Large Sample Confidence Intervals for a Proportion (along with conditions on
“large enough”).

� Plus Four Confidence Intervals for a Proportion (along with conditions on
“large enough”).
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� Choosing sample size for a desired margin of error for a proportion.

� Large Sample z–test for a Proportion.

� Standard error for difference of two proportions.

� Large Sample Two–Sample Confidence Intervals for Proportions (along with
“large enough”).

� Plus Four Two–Sample Confidence Intervals for Proportions (along with “large
enough”).

� Pooled estimate of p for two proportion samples.

� Large Sample z Test for comparing two proportions.

Chapter 9: Analysis of Two–Way Tables

� The χ2 Statistic,

� Test of Independence, and contingency table (know how to calculate expected
counts).

� The χ2 Goodness–of–Fit test.

� Conditions when one can use the χ2 tests.

Chapter 2: Looking at Data Relationships

� Least Squares Regression Lines (know what they are and how to find them).

� Prediction and Extrapolation.

� Interpretation of the Coefficient of Determination, r2.

� Residuals and Residual Plots.

� Influential and Outlier points for Regression lines.

Chapter 10: Inference for Regression
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� Independent and Dependent variables.

� Simple Linear Regression Model.

� Least Square Estimators.

� Estimating regression parameters, β0, β1 and σ.

� Predicted Values.

� Extrapolation (don’t).

� Residuals and Residual Plots (checking for homoscedasticity).

� Total variation, explained variation and unexplained variation.

� Coefficient of Determination, r2, and what it means.

� Standard Error with formula.

� Prediction intervals for predictions.

� t–test for zero correlation coefficient.

Chapter 12: One–Way Analysis of Variance

� ANOVA test (what are the hypotheses).

� ANOVA F statistic and its degrees of freedom, k − 1 and N − k.

� Conditions for applying the ANOVA F test.

� Mean Square for Groups.

� Mean Square for Error.

� Calculating the ANOVA F statistic.

� Performing the ANOVA F test.

ADVICE

� Review homework problems, class notes and examples worked out in class.

� Feel free to visit me during office hours.
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